








Seismic Hazard Map of New Zealand 2010














12:51pm Feb 22nd 2011
182 people killed
50% of roads destroyed




80% of water and
sewerage damaged
Horizontal PGA ≈1.0g    Vertical PGA ≈1.8g    Return period ≈2500 years
(design PGA=0.22g)
Boyan Mihaylov






Design for Rare Events?
• Need for displacement-based analysis of failure mechanisms for direct




















Pushover Analysis by Ruggiero: Augustus-II
























































Tests of Deep Beams
Boyan Mihaylov
Tests of Deep Beams









Behaviour of Deep Beams




























Behaviour of Deep Beams





























Behaviour of Deep Beams





























Behaviour of Deep Beams

























Behaviour of Deep Beams

























Behaviour of Deep Beams

































































































































FE Modeling of Deep Beams





Program VecTor2, F.J. Vecchio, University of Toronto
Boyan Mihaylov
Modeling of Deep Beams – Kinematic Approach
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Two Parameter Kinematic Model
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2PKT for Ultimate Response of Deep Beams






(2) cot0035.03 1ebc l
2. Geometry 3. Compatibility 4. Shear StrengthV=VCLZ+Vci+Vd+Vs
Effective loading plate
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b  5.228.0max  (Ref. 1)
Crack angle
(5) ),max(1  
 – based on Simplified MCFT (Ref. 2)
          or 35˚
Area of effective stirrups
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Displacement field
– below critical crack









– above critical crack
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Critical loading zone, CLZ
(13) 218.0 sin'43.1 ebcCLZ kblfV 













































(16) vves fAV 
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      1. Degrees of Freedom
 (1)
 (2)








 – based on Simplified MCFT (Ref. 2)
          or 35˚
Area of effective stirrups
(6)
Displacement field
– below critical crack
(7)
(8)
















Predicted Shear Strength, 434 Tests











Avg.     COV
1.10     13.7%
1.25     24.6%















Tests by Zhang & Tan, 2007
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Predicted Displacement Capacity, 53 Tests


















































Double-Curvature Bending of Deep Beams
Boyan Mihaylov































Adapted from Subedi 1999
Shear wall
Coupling beam










D Regions in Slender Beams/Columns
D
D B D









Wall Type Bridge Piers
Passerelle, Liège Passerelle, Liège
Pont d’Ougrée, Standard Viaduc de Remouchamps
Boyan Mihaylov





Wall Type Bridge Piers
Boyan Mihaylov





Empirical Models for Deformation Capacity
Biskinis and Fardis, 2010
Boyan Mihaylov





























Macro Models for D Regions Combined with Sectional

















Deformation Capacity and Resilience of RC Structures


 t
c
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